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One country on the planet
Global Democracy

Is not quite a new form of state, is already famous, but swollen to unknown proportions. The basis of 
global democracy will be based on a single world government, working for a liberal and democratic 

principles. Many scientists think that the emergence of such a state is possible.
Economic and cultural globalization is in full swing and the world parliament does not seem such a 
crazy idea. History shows that humanity and  single civilization aspire the disappearance of borders, 

and for the unification of all humanity one big enough common problem - it could be global warming.



All power in the elderly 
Gerontocracy

 The principle of governance in which all power is in the hands of the elderly. 
In the future, it can take quite a creepy view.
We are getting closer to what human life span is greatly increased - it is 
possible that in such a case in the elderly is much more power and money 
than the young. Such a system of society has been described in many science 
fiction novels, such as "holy fire" Bryussa Stirling, where young people are 
marginalized. In this book, the most rich and powerful are the people who 
manages to live for hundreds years.



Collective consciousness
Anokratiya

 Type of government, which is requires for the existence of unbelievable progress: 
the unakratii our entire planet will rule the a single swarm , the collective human 
mind, uniting the consciousness of all people through telepathy or technologies. 
Such a mind would take a fair and correct decisions based on the collective 
experience and it is easy solve all the problems that will arise in the way of society. 
More Unokratiya involves colossal cultural and social change: still with the ability 
unite all of humanity into one superconscience are unlikely to we will stay the 
same as they were



Democracy on the basis of lottery
Demonarchy

The form of democracy when the deputies are chosen at random, for example, 
by of lottery. The lot may fall to anyone-just like a jury trial in the US.
Deamarhii meaning that ordinary people will serve the common interests 
rather than their own, which should reduce the risk of corruption and political 
pressure.



The State Corporation
Corporate Republic

Favorite scenario writers cyberpunk novels arranged the State as a 
corporation, and even better-appeared on the basis of any real corporation. 
The main property the system - the fact that it is controlled as a real 
company, the board of directors and top managers
Hospitals, schools in such a case are in the private sector. While such a 
scenario is difficult to imagine, some scientists believe that something 
similar can be found in human historyfor example the socialist countries.



The world is ruled supercomputer 
Autocracy artificial intellect

If mankind will be able to create enough powerful Artifical intellect,
For example inside the computer, it is possible that the computer will arrange the world order, which 
he will rule. On one side, the power an artificial intellect - one of the most popular scripts the 
destruction of mankind, on the other, supercomputers may be "good", solve the world's problems that 
people could not solve on their own, to coordinate and send mankind radically new ways of 
development.



The power of information
Kiberkratiya

Form of government, based on the effective use of information. 
The fundamental characteristic of kiberokratii- momentary transfer important information from the 
source of the problem for the people who are able to solve this problem.
This will be achieved with the help of computer programs where the fire occurs - this instantly 
recognize firefighters. People at kiberkratii take a minimum participation in the management and are 
only responsible for important decisions and cope with the most unusual problems.
Kiberkatiya is a comfortable and logical system interaction of the person and the state, to minimize the 
people factor.



The power have the most intelligent
Noocracy

Nookratiya- kind of political state based on the "priority of the human mind." 
This is the next step after the democracy more perfect form of government 
where power is at the intellectual elite, with technology and science.
All decisions will be made as possible carefully and pragmatic.
"The aristocracy of wise"



State on choice
Polystate

is a geopolitical subject, within which there may be several of the state system is not linked 
to geographic boundaries. Every single person can choose which of the states belong to.
How such a system might work: approximately as if you chose their mobile operator. Yes, 
you will have to use common roads, or even just to breathe the same air as everyone, but 
man can not pay taxes for possession of nuclear weapons, the fight against drugs, or 
something else that you do not like, and live according to the laws of the meta -state that 
suits you.



The autonomous city
City-States

It is believed that the world tends not to globalization, but rather to 
detsentrializatsii and decay: in the near future thanks to technological 
progress, existing states break up into small, independent city gosdarstva - 
is primary in the Ancient Greece.
The meaning of this only practical: everything tied to energy
Private City will soon be more profitable to move to self.



Сноска 
Раздутый – swollen
Emergence- появление
Increased увеличилась 
Consciousness-сознание
Arise возникать
artificial intellect 
искусственный 
интеллект 
mankind человечество 
boundaries- границы
approximately- примерно
possession обладание
self- самообеспечение
profitable- выгоднее
instantly- немедленно


